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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
I did a crises triage with a friend lately. Asked him what are the 4 
major issues requiring IMMEDIATE DIVINE INTERVENTION: 5 
1. The first he named was the effort to replace cash with a digital 6 
currency, striping away our personal privacy, surrendering our 7 
freedom, and autonomy, and taking away any meaningful of 8 
control over our lives. 9 
2. The second was a plan to replace humanity with a transhuman 10 
Borg like hybrid man/machine facilitated by biologic warfare 11 
(using gain of function to create pathogens that attack the 12 
population through infection, followed by micro-technology 13 
disguised as vaccines to attack the population by injection).  14 
3. The effort to replace our national sovereignty with a World 15 
Health Organization take over emergency of health care response 16 
— allowing the W.H.O. to declare an emergency empowering them 17 
to force a shut down at their discretion. 18 
4. The stolen power of the people's consent by replacing our 19 
ELECTIONs with a system of SELECTIONs.  20 
I intend to prepare a Brain Massage® for each of these because I 21 
think these zero in on the key issues facing our children’s future 22 
and our own—these things a scheduled to occur in our lifetime. 23 
Of course, as you know, I would put the stolen election issue as the 24 
NUMBER ONE PRIORITY concern even though these others 25 
seem far more ominous. But until we restore government by the 26 
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consent of the governed, we can't do anything about the others. As 27 
long as our representatives are selected, they don't work for us. 28 
And until they work for US again, they can do what they will, they 29 
can govern against the will of the people. 30 
So, today, let's talk about the critical importance of leadership—31 
underscoring the importance of ELECTIONS; let's talk about that 32 
antichrist devil trying to chase you down with a needle; and let's 33 
take another, closer look at Asbury, because we desperately need 34 
revival, and so we need to know what genuine revival will look like. 35 
It's time for your brain massage®! 36 
[TRUTH] 37 
I do a livestream podcast called Comfort & Counsel For The 38 
Present Distress on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays — I try to 39 
start somewhere around 8 PM, but it varies depending on how my 40 
day plays out. Thursday night we talked about the critical role of 41 
leadership and I pointed out that America is not so bad as it is 42 
badly led. 43 
The current leadership in the White House (including DOJ, FBI, 44 
CIA, DHS and much of our Congress, Judiciary, and in much of 45 
our bureaucracy — especially in science and technology — 46 
particularly medicine, but don't ignore the attacks on our 47 
inalienable rights coming from EPA, most academic institutions, 48 
our social and legacy media, the entertainment industry — all of 49 
these institutions are completely out of sync with the majority of 50 
Americans—only 3-10% of the American people outside these 51 
power circles are comfortable with what these morons1 are doing 52 
with this country. (I never engage in gratuitous derogation, or 53 
mere name calling—I'm using the word moron in its technical 54 
biblical sense. It means foolish, where it identifies a moral (not a 55 
                                     
1 Moron: today it's used as a medical term depicting an adult with a mental age of about 8-12. It's from the Greek, (mwrow moros, 
plural mwrai morai), which is usually translated foolish. (Matthew 7:26, etc.) The chief distinction between the medical and biblical 
use of the word is that biblically moros is a character deficiency and not a health malady.  
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medical) condition, but like medical morons, biblical morons suffer 56 
retardation in mental development), like the Juror Foreperson in 57 
Georgia leading a jury on a fact finding investigation into 58 
allegations of efforts to overturn the fraudulent 2020 59 
"SELECTION"—who styles herself a witch, no, really, a witch—and 60 
looks the part—she would be well cast as the wicked witch in a 61 
remake of The Wizard of Oz—it's disgusting to watch her giggle as 62 
she cackles at hints of a Trump indictment—if you watched her, I 63 
mean, she looks like a 20-30 something but acts like an 8-12-year-64 
old—that's what I mean!2 So, I'm being serious here. She is a 65 
moron. But maybe you prefer I use Bugs Bunny — it's cute when a 66 
bunny says it, right: [INSERT BUGS]. Hey, Foreman Kohl is cast 67 
perfectly for her role in this curiously twisted WITCH HUNT!) Ha, 68 
I guess the devil really did go down to Georgia—[Under this 69 
20.DevilWentDownToGA] 70 
But, seriously, folks—leaders of juries, of courts, of political 71 
institutions, of churches, cities, states, and nations — you've got to 72 
take this seriously — leaders influence the direction of the group 73 
they lead and direction determines destination. We are led by a 74 
gaggle of honking and hissing "Maroons," watching our 75 
government is like watching the Capital segment of Hunger 76 
Games, or some medieval staged satire on court — complete with 77 
court jesters and a naked king—buffoons, and clowns—Biden's 78 
nuclear official, I forget his title, can anyone take this — whatever it 79 
is, seriously? Really! I'm talking about Sam Brinton, the non-binary 80 
sicko freak (Look, if I have to stop and provide commentary on my 81 
careful deployment of carefully selected words to express my point 82 
of view I'll get nothing else done—you have to trust me. I don't use 83 
terms to demean, I use them only to describe—and only if they 84 
describe accurately—the guy is a sicko — term identifying 85 

                                     
2 Porter, Tom, The forewoman of the Georgia special grand jury investigating efforts to overturn the 2020 election is now causing a 
headache for prosecutors,  INSIDER, February 23, 2023 [ONLINE: https://www.businessinsider.com/emily-kohrs-interviews-georgia-
trump-probe-grand-jury-member-criticism-2023-2 — 2/22/24] For pdf, see 922.27.1 
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someone that is emotionally disturbed — there is no other 86 
description more fitting for a man that dresses like a woman, 87 
complete with red lipstick plastered all over his otherwise manly 88 
visage, who has a fetish for stolen women's clothing—and is so 89 
stupere (mesmerized—internally distracted by his prurient 90 
obsessions so that he does really stupid things) like wear his stolen 91 
garments pilfered from an airport carousel that are fashions 92 
created by a designer so unique, and identifiable, she watched in 93 
horror as this idiot (remember class, not  mean spirited but 94 
accurately descriptive) parades himself in public wearing his stolen 95 
property in full view of public cameras.3 [INSERT BUGS 96 
MAROON] 97 
Sin makes you stupid! It's one of the blessings from our Creator. 98 
Only to enjoy the benefit, you have to be smart enough to know 99 
how stupid sin makes you and avoid the sin that makes you stupid. 100 
But there are consequences to putting maroons into positions of 101 
power—like, WWIII, for example, like committing an act of 102 
international terrorism against a sovereign state — blowing up 103 
their oil pipeline in a state sponsored act of terrorism — like good 104 
night, the list is just too long — 105 
So here is the point. First, the mystery why the Deep State put 106 
America last crowd pushed Biden across the finish line into the 107 
Oval Office—risking total exposure of their ELECTION 108 
STEALING MACHINERY — is that he is CORRUPT, by his own 109 
tacit admission, by the way, and corrupted into the control of Putin 110 
and Xi, and Zelensky, and the Mullah's of Iran—our country is 111 
controlled by blackmail held over Hunter and the "Big Guy" — 112 
because it's much easier to control a morally bankrupt moron 113 

                                     
3  Riley, Patrick, Fashion designer claims Sam Brinton wore her clothes that were stolen from DC airport in 2018, NY Post, February 22, 
2023 [ONLINE: https://nypost.com/2023/02/22/fashion-designer-claims-sam-brinton-wore-her-stolen-clothes/ — 2/24/23] For pdf, 
see 922.2.4. Related: Crane, Emily, Who is Sam Brinton, non-binary Biden official arrested over stolen suitcase, NY Post, November 30, 
2022 [ONLINE: https://nypost.com/2022/11/30/meet-sam-brinton-non-binary-biden-official-arrested-over-stolen-suitcase/ — 
2/24/23] For pdf, see 922.2.3.  
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(don't forget your Bible lesson earlier) than a man of character and 114 
honor, who gives and keeps his word and who is not centered on 115 
himself, but his respect for God and love of country keeps him free 116 
from the snares of covetousness. You understand they could have 117 
put literally anyone into office — they could have selected the guy 118 
in your neighborhood that dresses up in a chicken outfit and flips a 119 
sign around drumming up business for the local chicken soup 120 
restaurant — but he would be a man of character and would never 121 
do! So they picked Biden because — BIDEN LOOKS LIKE THE 122 
AMERICA THEY WANT TO PORTRAY. BIDEN IS THE DEEP 123 
STATE METAPHOR FOR AMERICA; at least it's how they want 124 
the world to see us. 125 
But, Biden is NOT AMERICA. He is the most unAmerican 126 
president we've ever had — he is even more unAmerican than 127 
Obama, and that's saying something. 128 
Now, get this! Leaders matter, even if they are buffoons, morons, 129 
stupid and idiotic—bumbling, stumbling, stammering, and 130 
shuffling about like he loaded his pants—it matters!  131 
Beyond portraying America in this humiliating way — as if 132 
America is a nation of buffoons, morons, stupid, idiotic, bumbling, 133 
stumbling, stammering, incontinent decrepit "old farts" inept, and 134 
incapable — literally inviting a strong nation to come conquer the 135 
decaying, old and weak nation hardly breathing on life-support! 136 
BUT THAT IS NOT AMERICA! And the fact is, the roaring lions 137 
circling us on land, and the sharks circling us in the sea, THEY 138 
KNOW IT! Down in their heart of hearts, they know this is 139 
nothing but a grand facade — they are patiently waiting in hopes 140 
that finally, the majority of Americans will believe it about 141 
themselves and cave in, or as Russia's Brezhnev said under his 142 
raised, dark and bushy brows—American will fall into our hands 143 
like over ripe fruit! 144 
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It's been their plan for a long time! But American's know better. 145 
We know these clowns have hijacked our government — and we 146 
are waiting for them to BE CUT FROM THE VINE AS 147 
FRUITLESS BRANCHES AND BUNDLED FOR BURNING — to 148 
borrow and adapt a few biblical analogies. 149 
I'll have to take a short break—when I get back, we will continue 150 
examining the issue of why leadership matters. Hold on, I'll be 151 
right back! 152 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 153 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 154 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 155 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 156 
liberty. 157 
Leadership matters because leadership controls the direction in 158 
which power is deployed—leadership sets the direction of a 159 
country, and direction determined destination. Current leadership 160 
does not have the support of the American people—a recent 161 
Rasmussen poll makes that very clear—Biden and his 162 
administration are leading AGAINST THE WILL OF THE 163 
PEOPLE, and against the interests of America. His administration 164 
does not look like America, it looks like some freak show in a 165 
circus act — only the maroons, and embe'cills buy into the 166 
nonsense about men having a menstrual cycle and getting 167 
pregnant, or that it's okay for a man to call himself a woman and 168 
impose himself into female sports, and stand naked in their locker 169 
rooms.  170 
Biden has defiled the American dream of liberty and justice for 171 
ALL, and sullied with mockery the dream of Martin Luther—a 172 
world where men are judged not by the color of their skin, but by 173 
the content of their character. He has desecrated the great call of 174 
statesmen, like J. F. Kennedy—ask not what your country can do 175 
for you; ask what you can do for your country. Biden's motto is the 176 
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motto of covetousness — ask not what Biden can do for you, just 177 
shut up and let me do what I want! 178 
But that's not AMERICA. America still cherishes and nourishes the 179 
dreams of our fathers—not the communist fathers of Barak, but 180 
the FREEDOM LOVING Fathers of AMERICA: including the 181 
dream of a nation governed of, by and FOR THE PEOPLE. 182 
Revival of American freedom can only come when we return to the 183 
GOD Who is its author! No pretentious return to GOD with 184 
worldly sorrow will do! Worldly sorrow grieves the loss of worldly 185 
pleasures; it bemoans the loss of worldly goods and ease. It's godly 186 
sorrow we need—sorrow toward GOD—sorrow for the sin that 187 
grieves Him, ashamed of our departure from His WORD—no 188 
revival, friend, without a return to the GOD of our FATHERS, and 189 
no return that does not include a return to the BIBLE as the highest 190 
authority instructing our conscience, and no return to the BIBLE 191 
without acknowledging we have sinned against God's precepts 192 
written there—no revival adapts God's words to accommodate a 193 
rebellious culture—rebellious culture must break in humble 194 
repentance and TURN BACK to a BIBLICALLY ordered life and 195 
culture—OUR CREATOR SAID, GOD IS THE HEAD OF 196 
CHRIST, CHRIST THE HEAD OF MAN, AND MAN THE HEAD 197 
OF THE WOMAN.  198 
We need a return to masculine leadership in America. "THEY" 199 
have attacked masculinity in America, really throughout the west—200 
men must shake off the lies, and stir themselves to stand up for the 201 
WOMEN and the CHILDREN and be the PROTECTORS and 202 
DEFENDERS and PROVIDERS God designed you to be. They talk 203 
of toxic masculinity! Will not someone write the book exposing 204 
poisonous femininity? A poison that in men diminishes manly 205 
capacity, manly ambition, blunts manly power, dulls manly 206 
instincts to throw himself into the path of every danger addressing 207 
his family, his neighbors and his country. God, GIVE US MEN! 208 
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Men under CHRIST the KING — God, the head of CHRIST, 209 
Christ, the head of man, man, the head of women. 210 
You must understand, the unraveling of this DIVINELY 211 
APPOINTED SOCIETAL ORDER has brought us to where we are 212 
today! It broke the strength of TRUTH to hold up the hedge 213 
protecting us from the encroachment of the Devil and his devils to 214 
swarm our society and work havoc among us — setting us at war 215 
with one another. 216 
God's MEN must arise! Take your divinely appointed place and 217 
STAND FOR YOUR WOMEN, FOR YOUR CHILDREN, and the 218 
FOR THE women and children of our land. 219 
No religious movement that promotes the destruction of the 220 
DIVINE ORDER will ever bring the REVIVAL we need! A worldly 221 
sorrow brings only DEATH. It weakens the nation of GOD and 222 
does not strengthen it. A godly sorrow works repentance unto 223 
salvation — a repentance that involves a TURNING OF THE 224 
MIND FROM RECEIVING ITS INSTRUCTION FROM THE 225 
WORLD, TO RECEIVING ITS INSTRUCTION FROM GOD'S 226 
WORD — a turning of the mind so true and sincere it reshapes the 227 
THOUGHTS OF THE HEART and moves the penitent child to 228 
plead for mercy from OUR FATHER which ART IN HEAVEN — 229 
and from this comes the fruit of repentance — a reordering of ones 230 
life into obedience to GOD's WORD — a casting off of the lies of 231 
this world and a yielding to the TRUTH of GOD's WORD — don't 232 
talk to me of "revival" when there is a continued rebellion against 233 
the bands of cords of CHRIST — don't call revival what does not 234 
move one from darkness to light, from the power of Satan to God, 235 
that has power to draw tears but not obedience, power to move you 236 
physically, only — if it does not move you break your allegiance to 237 
the world and turn in submission to GOD's WILL — don't call it 238 
revival. Call it something else! 239 
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Call emotional reconfirmation of your rebellion against the KING 240 
— but don't call it revival. 241 
I'll tell you one thing you can look for in a genuine revival — it's 242 
when MEN start acting like MEN AGAIN! It's when MEN step up 243 
to the present challenge and LEAD their families — so long as you 244 
are, ADAM LIKE, hearkening to the voice of your wife when she 245 
pleads with you to DISOBEY the KING—don't tell me you know 246 
anything at all about revival. It you are waiting for your wife or 247 
children to give you permission to lead your home — don't talk to 248 
me about Revival. A Deborah can save this nation, if you 249 
pantywaist Barak's won’t step up—but the call is always first to the 250 
men to take their place between their families and the rising 251 
danger.  252 
God looks to leadership. Leadership sets the direction for a family, 253 
a city, a state, a nation—and direction determines destination! 254 
When God cast off the ten tribes of Israel He pointed to their first 255 
king, Jeroboam, and said the sins of Jeroboam brought devastation 256 
upon the land. Later when He let Judah go into destruction under 257 
the hand of Nebuchadnezzar, God pointed to the sins of Manasseh 258 
as the cause — a leader sets the direction, and the direction sets the 259 
destination. We must get deliverance from these unreasonable and 260 
wicked leaders — we MUST NOT FOLLOW THEIR SINS! We 261 
must rise up and take again the POWER OF THE PEOPLE, the 262 
POWER and RIGHT of the PEOPLE to give their consent to those 263 
who govern them — the MEN of America must stand and demand 264 
our representatives serve the INTERESTS of AMERICANS FIRST 265 
—. 266 
I remember when Carter attempted to lead us and talk us into 267 
decline, into a malaise, talking about America's glory days are past, 268 
we must adjust our expectations to accept America as a second rate 269 
nation with nothing left but a memory of her glory days — BUT I 270 
SAY HER GREATEST DAYS ARE AHEAD, I SAY SHE HAS YET 271 
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TO REACH THE PINNACLE OF THE GLORY GOD HAS FOR 272 
THAT NATION WHOSE GOD IS THE LORD — I SAY SHE 273 
CAN SHAKE OFF THESE LEECHES, CAST OFF THESE 274 
PARASITES, AND RISE AGAIN TO A GREATER SHOW OF 275 
GOD'S GLORY THAN EVER BEFORE IN HER HISTORY. 276 
But we need GOOD LEADERSHIP — God will honor good and 277 
godly leadership. 278 
Men, I challenge you to lead your family BACK TO THE BIBLE,  279 
BACK TO GOD, and I warn you, continue in your subjection to a 280 
feminized society and be destroyed—or rouse yourself like a godly, 281 
gentle, but strong man — a man of steel in velvet — and call your 282 
family to rally to KING JESUS!  283 
You are invited to join us at the LIGHTHOUSE! A church where 284 
MEN are MEN and WOMEN are women! 285 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 286 
know if you see them.  287 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 288 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 289 
email. 290 
You can leave a message on our Listener Response Hotline: 291 
805.314.2114. 292 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 293 


